We develop the immersed interface method to simulate free moving objects by coupling the equations of motion for the fluid and the objects. The objects are effectively represented as singular forces in the equations for the fluid motion. We have derived explicit formulas for the singular forces, which depend on the acceleration of the objects. The acceleration and the singular forces are coupled through the pressure. We solve the acceleration, the singular forces and the pressure iteratively. We test our implementation by comparing numerical results with experimental results for a settling sphere and for falling plates. We then apply the method to simulate the interaction of free moving particles and present qualitative results on falling arrays of particles at intermediate Reynolds 
to be a need to explore the rich dynamics of collections of particles in this regime.
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In the present work, we carry out a numerical investigation of multiple interacting where f ext is an external force (e.g gravity g) and f is a singular force density which en-
56
forces the no-slip boundary condition at the interface. δ(.) is the 2D Dirac delta function,
57
x are the cartesian coordinates of the fluid particle and X(α, t) are lagrangian points on 58 the boundary Γ of the object, parameterized by α as shown in Fig. 1 .
59
The fluid inside the solid object is modeled as a rigid fluid. Thus, the velocity of a fluid
where Ω is the angular rotation of the object (in 2D, Ω =θk)
61
and r = x − x c is the relative position of the fluid particle to the center of mass of the 62 object. Hence, the acceleration of the fluid particle is
The first two terms can be expressed as gradient of pressure and the last term is an 64 additional body force density f b associated with the angular acceleration of the body. Inside the object, ∇ 2 v = 0, and the pressure is
Finally, the equations of motion for the object are:
where m s is its mass, I * moment of inertia with respect to its center of mass C, F ext 69 and F f are the external and fluid forces on the object, respectively, and T f is the fluid 70 torque on the object with respect to its center of mass.
71
Eqs. 2.1a -2.4b constitute the coupled equations for the fluid and the solid that we will 72 solve.
73
The singular force distribution in eq. 2.1a is related to the jumps in the fluid variables and and normal components of the singular force in eq. 2.1a are given by The fluid force and torque acting on the body can be expressed through the integrals of 82 the singular force density
In the computations presented here, we non-dimensionalize the equations by ρ f , the 
105
We carried out a grid-resolution analysis to test the convergence of our current im-
106
plementation. The results show that it is second-order accurate, including along the 107 interface. Further details on the method will be presented elsewhere. motion, which we use to test the current code.
116
In our simulations, we use rounded-rectangular plates, similar to the experimental 117 geometry, as opposed to ellipses Pesavento & Wang (2004) . The rounded plate has a 118 smaller curvature at the tips and can be resolved numerically with fewer grid points.
119
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Falling pattern at steady state

143
To investigate the falling pattern at steady state, we simulate a horizontal array of n 144 cylinders. Fig. 3 shows the particle trajectories during the settling for n = 3, ... 8 cylin-
145
ders. As the cylinders fall, the array shape becomes concave-up for n = 3, i.e the middle 146 particle leads. The shape, however, is concave-down when n = 4, with the two middle par- remains unchanged after steady-state is reached. We surmise that the initial horizontal 160 arrangement is unstable in the sense that the particles deviate from it and adopt a dif-161 ferent shape at steady-state. Fig. 4 shows that the closer the cylinders are initially, the In what follows, we study the dynamics of a horizontal array of n falling cylinders. We hence leading to the concave-down shape.
181
The wake behind each cylinder is characterized by von Karmán vortices. When n is 
Dynamics of the falling array
186
Details on our analysis will be covered in a future paper. However, we will present some 187 illustrative results that will shed some light on the observed dynamics. Our results are 
191
For n = 1, 3, 5, 7, we find that as n increases, the middle cylinder has a slower settling Table 3 . Strouhal number as a function of the number of cylinders, n, in the array.
where C is the volumetric concentration of the particles and α is a positive constant. Al- der, leading to a decrease in the settling rate.
203
In all cases, as the cylinders settle, they rotate with a mirror symmetry about the cen-
204
terline of the domain, in order to conserve the overall angular momentum of the flow.
205
What is remarkable is that the right-and left-most cylinders always rotate inwards, i.e The initial spacing also affects the onset of wake instability as well as the rate of rate than an isolated sphere and this falling rate increased when they were close together. 
227
The repulsive force, which we will focus on in this section, was also observed in Stokes Hence,
240
Intermediate Re :
Consequently, in Stokes flow, it is interesting to note that when θ = 0, i.e horizontal 241 array, the repulsive force is zero in Stokes regime. overall, the dynamics are unpredictable. A thorough understanding of these dynamics 252 is critical in particle suspensions and sedimentation processes, and we will address our 253 results in more detail in a future paper. their number, n. When n was odd, the middle particle was always leading and had a 268 smooth symmetric wake for most of the fall. When n was even, the two middle cylinders 
